MOBILE HAND SINK
INSTALLATION
AND
OPERATING MANUAL
Models:
MHS-V3030-C-DM MHS-V3030-H-DM
MHS-V3030-C-BKD MHS-V3030-CH-BKD
MHS-V3030-C-MF MHS-V3030-H-MF
MHS-V3030-C-JET MHS-V3030-H-JET
MHS-2424-C-DM MHS-2424-H-DM
MHS-2424-C-BKD MHS-2424-CH-BKD
MHS-2424-C-MF MHS-2424-H-MF
MHS-2424-C-JET MHS-2424-H-JET
MHS-2424-C-DMB MHS-V3030-C-DMB

MOBILE HAND SINK
OPERATING MANUAL

DM Spout Style
This Deck Mount Spout
allows the foot switch to
control the water flow.

BKD Faucet Style
This faucet allows for
Hot and Cold water
valve control. The foot
switch must still be
depressed to activate
the water pump.
JET Faucet Style
This faucet senses hand
motion to turn on the
faucet. The foot switch
must still be depressed
to activate the water
pump.
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MF Faucet Style
Press the top of the
faucet to start the water
flow as long as the foot
switch is depressed.
The water valve
automatically shuts off
after a few seconds.

The foot switch has a
magnetic base that
allows it to stick to the
tray during transport.

The foot switch turns on
the water pump when it
is depressed. This
protects the pump if the
tank runs out of water.
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The battery pack for the
faucet is located in the
white box behind the
sink. If the faucet fails
to operate please try
replacing the 9 volt
battery. (JET Version
only)
To fill the fresh water
tank add water by
removing the cap as
shown.

To drain the grey water
tank pull the drain hose
out as shown. And
dump the grey water
container in a suitable
drain location.
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The 15 ft. GFCI power
cord is supplied for
connecting to a 15A 120
volt power supply. This
will need to be energized
for the water pump to
operate. You may need to
reset the GFCI by pushing
the red button.
To use the optional garden hose
water supply in place of the fresh
water tank. Remove the water pump
and attach the female garden hose
attachment supplied in the box.
The water pump, foot switch, and
GFCI power cord will not be used if
you choose to use the garden hose
water supply option.
The sink drain is equipped with a
male garden hose connection for
drain hose connection. Please make
sure the drain location is lower than
the bottom of the sink.
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The MHS-V3030 units are
supplied with the hanging
paper towel holder option.
Holes are provided in the
center of the front to allow for
the installation.
The MHS-2424 units are
supplied with a vertical
towel holder for mounting
behind the sink.
The paper towel holder and
miscellaneous accessories
are included in the box with
each unit.

This is the optional water
heater used on the H and CH
units. The water temperature
going to the faucet is
controlled by the temperature
adjustment dial in the top
center.

